Item Number: DD9005

Camera Hunter Wireless Camera Detector
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Product Features:

Pro Detection, DIY Operation!

- Live video feed from the wireless hidden camera direct to the palm of your hands, offering visual results.

- Preset Channels Provide Simple 1 - 2 - 3 Detection, spanning 3 commonly used camera frequencies (1.2, 2.4, 5.8 Ghz Channel Presets).

- Lock onto to any detected frequency allowing the live video feed to remain onscreen until the camera is removed.

- 2.5 inch Built-in LCD Display
Battery Operation provides portable sweeping and security anywhere.

Multiple Antennas span across frequencies from 900 MHz up to 6 GHz

Detect Wireless hidden cameras up to 200 ft away (distance may depend on transmitting strength of camera).

---

**Wireless Camera Detection and Removal Made Simple.**

Available Now for Less!

---

**Product Specs:**

- 2.5 inch LCD Display
- 3 Detection Modes: Manual, Auto, Lock
- Detects up to 200 ft. away
- Antenna 1 - Detects 900MHZ - 3.0GHz
- Antenna 2 - Detects 5.0GHz - 6.0GHz
- Alerts - Beep & Vibrate
- 2 Hour Battery Life
- AV Output
- Headphone Jack
- Detects Video and Audio

---

**Product Includes:**

- Camera Hunter
- AV Output Cable
- 5V Power Supply
- 2 Antennas
- Product Manual